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Abstract— This paper demonstrates that the signal structure
of an interconnected dynamical system, such as that represented
by various dynamical graphical models, can be very different
from the interconnection structure of its subsystems. These
differences are revealed by considering the network semantics
of each representation, characterized by the set of realizations
consistent with each network structure. The reason these system
networks can be so different is that subsystems never share
hidden state, and thus subsystem structures partition the entire
system state, while signal structures remain agnostic towards
the presence of shared hidden state. Remaining agnostic to-
wards the presence of shared hidden state make signal struc-
tures a weaker description of the underlying system structure,
but it also gives signal structures a lower information cost
for identification. Identifying a system’s subsystem structure
demands the identification of the correct partition of system
states, which can be very expensive.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most powerful features of mathematical sys-
tems theory is the ability to interconnect systems to create
new systems. This property is vigorously protected by the
imposition of well-posedness conditions governing valid
interconnections, and it is revealed by the algebraic structure
that emerges on spaces of operators endowed with a suitable
composition operation [1]. All told, systems theorists have
worked hard to ensure that interconnections of mathematical
models of systems are themselves sensible mathematical
objects, and in many ways systems theory itself is the science
of interconnection.

Nevertheless, as our attention as a community now turns
to increasingly complicated networks of systems, our depen-
dence on this interconnection feature–a dependence that is
so vital to the tools we create to represent, analyze, identify,
and control such systems–can also blind us in our efforts to
interpret the meaning of our results. We may have grown to
see network structure only in terms of the interconnection
of subsystems, even while we develop new tools that exploit
properties of different notions of structure.

This material is based on research sponsored by the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology Directorate, Homeland
Security Advanced Research Projects Agency (HSARPA), Cyber Security
Division (DHS S&T/HSARPA/CSD), LRBAA 12-07 via contract number
HSHQDC-13-C-B0052. All material in this paper represents the position of
the authors and not necessarily that of DHS.

This paper reviews a body of work focused on charac-
terizing the semantics of network structure associated with
different system representations [2], [3]. Even when a system
is composed as the interconnection of subsystems, it never-
theless exhibits other notions of network structure associated
with alternative system representations–network structures
that can be quite distinct from the interconnection pattern
of subsystems [4]. One of these notions, the system’s signal
structure, has appeared in a variety of recent works (albeit
not always explicitly identified as such) and drives a number
of current results for network informativity conditions [5],
[6], [7], network identification [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], and distributed controller synthesis [15], [16].

Sometimes, however, the signal structure is interpreted
as a system’s subsystem structure, which in general has
very different structural informativity properties. Here we
demonstrate a method for characterizing the precise semantic
distinction between these notions, a distinction that emerges
only because interconnections of subsystems do not share
internal state, while causal relationships among manifest
variables very well may share state. This ability to remain
agnostic about the presence of shared state is the property
that enables lower information cost for network identification
of the signal structure and drives many of the results cited
above.

II. BACKGROUND: INTERCONNECTION STRUCTURES

This work adopts a systems as constraints view of phe-
nomena [17] that begins by considering variables of interest,
or manifest variables, that take values from a suitably defined
signal space, W. Our interest will be in manifest variables
that evolve as functions of time, so a suitable time axis, T,
will likewise be defined. A system is then characterized by
specifying a set of constraints that any allowed combination
of manifest variables, w(t) ∈ W, t ∈ T, must satisfy.
All values w(t) ∈ W with t ∈ T that satisfy the system
constraints constitute a subset B ⊆WT called the behavior,
or manifest dynamics, of the system. This framework for
understanding systems is very general [18].

A. Interconnections of Systems

Interconnections of systems are understood in this work
as variable sharing, implying that variables manifest for one
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system are set to be identically equal to those manifest for
another system [19]. In this way, multiple systems may be
interconnected, forming a composite system, and we refer to
the original systems as subsystems of the resulting composite.

When we interconnect a set of subsystems to form a
composite system, we refer to the union of the manifest
variables for each subsystem as the manifest variables of the
set of subsystems. The manifest variables of the composite
system are then a subset of the variables manifest for the
set of its subsystems. This happens because sometimes,
although the interconnection variables are always manifest
with respect to the original set of subsystems, we may
consider them internal and not manifest with respect to
the composite system. We then call these interconnection
variables latent or hidden and summarize these two important
observations:

1) the set of variables manifest with respect to a composite
system may be different than, but are always contained
by, the set of variables manifest with respect to its set
of constituent subsystems, and

2) interconnecting systems partitions the set of manifest
variables with respect to the set of interconnected sys-
tems into two groups: a set of latent interconnection
variables and a set of variables that remain manifest
with respect to the composite system.

B. Frames of Reference

Interconnections of systems lead to richer descriptions
of manifest variables because we allow composite systems
to subordinate variables that were manifest with respect to
their constituent subsystems and consider them to be internal
latent variables. We thus associate different descriptions of
manifest variables with different potential observers and
their associated frames of reference. So, for example, one
observer (maybe the system designer) may view a composite
system as an interconnection of its constituent subsystems
and thus perceive the set of manifest variables to be those
manifest with respect to the set of subsystems; she sees
inside the composite system and perceives each subsystem
as a stand alone system. Another observer (maybe a user
of the system) may view the composite system as a single
integrated technology and thus perceive the set of manifest
variables to be those that remain manifest with respect to the
composite system and are not internal latent interconnection
variables; he sees nothing of the internal workings of the
composite system and its associated constituent subsystems.

Although the term frame of reference is not standard in
behavioral systems theory, the idea of distinguishing between
the full behavior and the manifest behavior of a system with
latent variables is standard [19]. The power of systems theory
to interconnect systems to create new composite systems is
realized when the descriptive complexity of the composite
system can be simplified by suppressing references to inter-
nal interconnection variables that may have been manifest in
one frame of reference but are no longer manifest in the new,
composite frame of reference. This complexity reduction is
possible by changing frames of reference.

C. Projecting Behaviors to Change Frame of Reference

Consider, for example, two systems characterized by S1 =
(T,W1

1 × W2
1,B1) and S2 = (T,W1

2 × W2
2 × W3

2,B2).
The behavior of the first system, B1 consists of pairs of
trajectories (w1

1, w
2
1) with w1

1 : T→W1
1 and w2

1 : T→W2
1,

while the behavior of the second system consists of triple
trajectories (w1

2, w
2
2, w

3
2) with w1

2 : T → W1
2, w2

2 : T →
W2

2, and w3
2 : T → W3

2. Now suppose that W2
1 = W1

2

and the system is interconnected by equating w2
1 = w1

2 .
The composite system may then be described by Σfull =
(T,W1

1×W2
1×W1

2×W2
2×W3

2,Bfull), where Bfull denotes
the composite behavior in terms of all system variables.

An important question here is how should the com-
posite behavior be characterized. Certainly one charac-
terization is in terms of B1, B2, and the interconnec-
tion constraint w2

1 = w1
2; that is to say, all trajectories

(w1
1(t), w2

1(t), w1
2(t), w2

2(t), w3
2(t)) ⊂ Bfull must be such

that (w1
1(t), w2

1(t)) ⊂ B1, (w1
2(t), w2

2(t), w3
2(t)) ⊂ B2, and

w2
1(t) = w1

2(t) for all t ∈ T. Note here that all five
system variables would be manifest, suggesting the frame
of reference of the set of subsystems.

Suppose, however, that one considers the interconnection
variables w2

1 and w1
2 to be internal to the composite system,

and not to be manifest. In this case the frame of reference
changes from the set of subsystems to the composite system,
and it is characterized by the partition of the system variables
into two sets, the latent variables (w2

1, w
1
2) and the (remain-

ing) manifest variables (w1
1, w

2
2, w

3
2). Likewise, the behavior

of the composite system in terms of all system variables,
Bfull, can be projected onto (W1

1 ×W2
2 ×W3

2)T to generate
Bproj, yielding a new description of the composite system in
terms of its manifest behavior and not its latent interconnec-
tion variables: Σproj = (T,W1

1 ×W2
2 ×W3

2,Bproj).
So we see that interconnecting systems enables one to

change frames of reference when describing the composite
system, and although the system behavior is the same in
either frame, the composite frame only describes the manifest
behavior, or the projection of the full system behavior that
is manifest in that frame. This projection property enables
lower complexity descriptions of composite behavior, but
information about the internal mechanism as a particular
interconnection of particular subsystems is lost in the projec-
tion process. As a result, recovering the full behavior from
an interconnected system’s composite manifest behavior is
impossible without additional a priori information about the
latent behavior of the system.

D. Manifest and Complete Computational Structrues

To understand the meaning of system structure, we con-
sider the existence of a set A of atomic systems. These
systems may be, for example, static functions, along with
an integrator (for continuous time), or a delay (for discrete
time). Each of these atomic systems is then characterized by
its own behavior, and we suppose that they are atomic in the
sense that we do not consider any other latent variables or
internal structure associated with any of them; their manifest
behavior is their full behavior.
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Next we consider the construction of subsystems by
interconnecting atomic and/or other subsystems. Note that
some interconnections may lead to empty behaviors, and a
careful analysis of which interconnections lead to non-empty
vs. empty behaviors is beyond the scope of this work, but
suffice it to say that standard well-posedness conditions for
feedback interconnections [1] are important to guarantee the
existence and uniqueness of solutions to the equations used
to characterize behaviors of interacting systems.

Finally, we consider the interconnection of subsystems to
form a single composite system, G. This system becomes
the focus of our study, and we note that G has a unique,
well-defined manifest behavior, Bmanifest. We associate with
Bmanifest a graph, with nodes representing each manifest
variable and edges corresponding to each non-empty be-
havior between ordered pairs of manifest variables and call
this graph the manifest structure, M of G. The complete
characterization of this structure, at this level of generality,
is beyond the scope of this work, but we will later encounter
it in the context of linear time-invariant (LTI) systems as
the graphical depiction of the transfer function matrix of G,
mapping input j to output i and labeled with component
transfer function Gij [3].

Note that just as the manifest behavior of G is unique, its
full behavior, Bfull, is also well-defined and unique since G
is composed as the specific interconnection of a specific set
of atomic systems from A. Thus, the full behavior of G is
the behavior framed by the set of variables that are manifest
with respect to the set of atomic systems interconnected
to form G. Similar to Bmanifest, we associate with Bfull
a graph, with nodes representing each manifest or latent
interconnection variable, and edges corresponding to each
atomic subsystem constraining these variables. This graph is
the complete computational structure, C , of G.

Observe that this analysis began with a specific intercon-
nection of atomic systems, characterizing Bfull and C , and
this interconnection resulted in the unique specification of
Bmanifest and M . Had we started with Bmanifest and M and
hypothesized interconnections of atomic systems that would
result in full behaviors consistent with it, we may have found
many possible interconnections of atomic systems, corre-
sponding to many distinct full behaviors and corresponding
complete computational structures that would have generated
the same manifest behavior and the same manifest structure.
This relationship between full and manifest behaviors is the
same familiar relationship we notice for LTI systems where
a given transfer function (specifying a system’s manifest
behavior and corresponding manifest structure) corresponds
to many state space realizations (each specifying a distinct
full behavior and corresponding complete computational
structure), but every state space realization specifies a unique
transfer function.

E. Subsystem Structure

Continuing our analysis of a system G composed as the
specific interconnection of a number of atomic systems, we
now consider intermediate frames of reference that consider

some interconnections of atomic systems as composite sub-
systems and then generate the manifest behavior for G from
the appropriate interconnection of these subsystems.

As an example, consider a system, G, composed of three
atomic systems A1 = (T,W1

1 ×W2
1,BA1), A2 = (T,W1

2 ×
W2

2,BA2), A3 = (T,W1
3 × W2

3,BA3), interconnected in
series by w2

1 ≡ w1
2 and w2

2 ≡ w1
3 , and suppose that all

of the interconnection variables are latent with respect to the
composite system. The full behavior of G is then specified
by Gfull = (T,W1

1 ×W2
1 ×W1

2 ×W2
2 ×W1

3 ×W2
3,Bfull)

while its manifest behavior is given by Gmanifest = (T,W1
1×

W2
3,Bmanifest).

It is nevertheless possible to consider other, intermediate
frames of reference. For example, we could consider the
frame where A1 and A2 are interconnected into a single
composite subsystem but not yet connected with A3. This
view of the G would be given by Gsub1 = (T,W1

1 ×W2
2 ×

W1
3 ×W2

3,Bsub1). Likewise, we could consider the frame
where A2 and A3 are interconnected into a single composite
subsystem but not yet connected with A1. This view of the G
would be given by Gsub2 = (T,W1

1×W2
1×W1

2×W2
3,Bsub2).

In general there are a potentially large number of different
ways one could combine subsystems to form intermediate
frames of reference of a given composite system.

Although all of these intermediate views of the system are
legitimate frames of reference, we are particularly interested
in the one that retains the highest number of subsystems (i.e.
combines the fewest subsystems into composite subsystems)
while using only interconnection variables that are manifest
with respect to the composite system, G. We call this
frame of reference the subsystem frame, and its associated
interconnection structure the system’s subsystem structure,
S . When no interconnection variables are manifest, the
subsystem frame is the manifest frame, and when all of the
interconnection variables are manifest, then the subsystem
and manifest frames are both equal to the full behavior frame.
Otherwise, when some (but not all) of the interconnection
variables are manifest, the subsystem frame introduces an
intermediate view of the system that is distinct from the
manifest and full system frames.

For example, continuing the illustration above, where
Gmanifest = (T,W1

1 ×W2
3,Bmanifest), we see that none of

the interconnection variables are manifest, so Gsubsystem =
Gmanifest. If, however, the original system had viewed one
of the interconnection variables as manifest, then one of
the subsystem frames discussed above would be preferred
over the other as the subsystem frame. So, for example, if
w2

2 or w1
3 were manifest, then Gsubsystem = Gsub1 and the

subsystem structure would denote the series interconnection
of the composite system A12 with the atomic system A3. On
the other hand, if either w2

1 or w1
2 were manifest (and w2

2

or w1
3 were not manifest), then Gsubsystem = Gsub2 and the

subsystem structure would reflect the series interconnection
of the atomic system A1 with the composite system A23.
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F. Subsystems Partition System Variables

When subsystems are interconnected to form a new com-
posite system, it is important to note that variables internal
to one subsystem are distinct from those internal to another.
So, for example, consider four atomic systems given by
A1 = (T,W1

1 × W2
1,BA1), A2 = (T,W1

2 × W2
2,BA2),

A3 = (T,W1
3×W2

3,BA3), and A4 = (T,W1
4×W2

4,BA4) and
suppose they are interconnected via the relations w2

1 ≡ w1
2

and w2
3 ≡ w1

4 to form two subsystems S12 = (T,W1
1 ×

W2
2,BS12) and S34 = (T,W1

3 × W2
4,BS34). We can then

interconnect S12 with S34 via the relation w2
2 ≡ w1

3 to form
a single composite system, G. Note that the variable w2

1 (or,
equivalently, w1

2) is internal to S12 and is quite distinct from
w2

3 (or w1
4), which is internal to S34. Variables internal to

one subsystem are distinct from those internal to another,
which suggests that a system’s subsystem structure partitions
system variables among its various subsystems. This fact has
significant implications for network identification.

G. Causality

As a final note on interconnected systems and their asso-
ciated structures, notice that nothing about the definitions of
interconnection (as variable sharing) imply directionality or
a directed flow of information. This is one of the distinctive
features of behavioral systems theory, as Willems describes
[19]:

“Mathematical models deal with the simultaneous occur-
rence of events, not with causation.” He goes on to say, “De-
veloping a mathematical language to deal with causality is a
relevant issue. Often, causality is introduced in a stochastic
context, but I do not find this approach convincing since I
fail to understand what a probabilistic setting has to offer
when the deterministic case has not yet been thought out
properly.”

Each of the system structures discussed so far, the com-
plete computational structure, the subsystem structure, and
the manifest structure, all could be described in their most
extreme generality with undirected graphs. For systems with
manifest variables that decompose naturally into inputs and
outputs, or for systems that are unilateral and have an
intrinsic directionality, however, these definitions of structure
admit representations by directed graphs. We will only
consider directed representations in this work.

III. SIGNAL STRUCTURE OF A SYSTEM

The interconnection structures discussed above all can be
developed in the behavioral framework by considering a set
of atomic systems and interconnecting them to construct a
system of interest with a well specified manifest structure,
subsystem structure, and complete computational structure.
These structures do not appeal to casualty in their definition,
nor or they limited to linear or time invariant systems. There
are a number of technical details not developed here, such
as well-posedness conditions for interconnections with non-
empty behaviors, the intricacy of an interconnection, non-
causal interconnections, and representations of the system

corresponding to each frame of reference, but there is enough
of a sketch to enable the comparison needed for this work.

Another class of systems’ representations makes a strong
break with the behavioral framework and considers the
causal dependencies among manifest variables. Early work
exploring the meanings of causality in a stochastic frame-
work includes the work of Clive Granger [20], [21]. Later
this was connected to the idea of directed information
[22] while separate work developed graphical models for
network processes [23], [24], [25]. These influences had a
strong impact on the subsequent development of system’s
representations that describe a system’s dynamics in terms
of the causal dependencies among its manifest variables; we
call the resulting interaction structure of such representations
the system’s signal structure.

One of the representations in this class developed most
recently include the minimal generative model graph (MGM)
[7], [13]. Careful work details equivalences between minimal
generative model graphs and directed information graphs
(DIGs), which are based on a generalization of Granger
causality. These models explicitly characterize networks of
stochastic processes based on reduced factorizations of the
resulting joint distribution over time. The graphical model
depicts how each variable causally influences the other
variables in the system.

Directed information graphs generalize linear dynamical
graphs (LDGs) to the nonlinear setting [26], [14]. Linear
dynamic graphs consider models of the form [10], [12]:

Y (z) =


0 H12(z) ... H1p(z)

H21(z) 0 ... H2p(z)
...

. . .
...

Hp1(z) Hp2(z) ... 0

Y (z) + e(z) (1)

where the vector signals Y and e are wide sense stationary,
and X(z) denotes the z-transform of a signal x[k], k =
0, 1, 2, .... The interaction structure characterized by H(z)
then reveals a directed graph characterizing how manifest
variable yi[k] causally influences manifest variable yj [k].

Closely related to the notion of linear dynamical graphs is
the dynamical structure function (DSF) [3], [27], [5], [28],
[29]. Although defined for linear systems like LDGs, the
DSF differs from LDGs, DIGs, and MGMs in that it is not
developed in the stochastic setting and considers inputs that
may-or-may-not be stochastic in nature. In particular, the
DSF satisfies

Y (q) = Q(q)Y (q) + P (q)U(q) (2)

where X(q) is the Laplace transform in continuous time or
the z-transform in discrete time of a signal x(t), and Q(q) is
a hollow matrix (i.e. with zeros on the diagonal) like H(z)
for LDGs. Entries Qij(q) and Pij(q) are proper rational
functions of q, reflecting the causal (but not necessarily
strictly causal) influence of one manifest signal on another.
Here Y and U are manifest signals, typically interpreted
as the output and input of the system, respectively. The
graphical structure reflected by (Q,P ) in (2) characterize
the signal structure of the system.
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One important observation about the DSF (and hence the
LDG), is that rearranging (2) easily reveals that Y (q) =
(I−Q(q))−1P (q)U(q). That is to say, the DSF is a particular
left factorization of the system’s transfer function [16]. In this
way it is easy to see that the signal structure presented by the
DSF reveals more structural information than the manifest
structure (given by the transfer function).

Much of the work distinguishing the notions of MGMs,
DIGs, LDGs, and DSFs has to do with how these different
formulations of a system’s signal structure motivate various
algorithms for recovering this structure from data. These
analyses have included various characterizations of the in-
formation cost for network identifiability [6], [12]. However,
sometimes these analyses have not paid careful attention
to the meaning of signal structure as compared with the
interconnection of subsystems. Does interconnecting systems
yield a composite system with a signal structure that mirrors
its interconnection of subsystems? This question is the topic
of the next section.

IV. NETWORK SEMANTICS

Given a particular interconnection of atomic systems, we
have now discussed four distinct types of representations for
the composite system, along with their associated graphi-
cal structures. All of these representations are dynamically
equivalent, in that they each characterize the same manifest
behavior of the system, but they are not structurally equiva-
lent. The complete computational structure details a blueprint
for constructing the system from elements of a given set
of atomic systems; it is the last word for describing the
structure of the system. At the other extreme, the manifest
structure reveals no internal structure about the system and
only characterizes the embedding of the manifest behavior
in the observation space.

The subsystem and signal structures are both partial
structure representations that reveal some, but not all, of
the complete computational structure of a composite, in-
terconnected system. Subsystem structures arise naturally
from block diagrams detailing control architectures or in
the study of multi-agent systems [30], [31], [32], [33].
Signal structures emerge naturally from signal processing
or information theoretic views of systems and have become
more common with the development of graphical models in
machine learning [25], [10]. Are these structural views of
a system equivalent? How should one explore the semantic
nature of these different system representations?

To answer these questions, we have been careful to
consider only composite systems constructed as a specific
interconnection of atomic systems. This framework guaran-
tees the existence of a well-defined subsystem, signal, and
manifest structure under very broad assumptions about the
set of atomic systems and their interconnection.

More importantly, this framework allows a clear definition
of the notion of network semantics, enabling a clean apples-
to-apples comparison of different system representations and
their associated network structures [2].

The idea is very simple: just as there are many realizations
of a given transfer function, there are likewise many realiza-
tions of a particular subsystem structure or a particular signal
structure. These sets of realizations becomes the meaning, or
semantics of each of those partial structure representations
of the system.

To be more precise, given a set A of atomic systems,
let G be the composite system resulting from a particular
interconnection, r∗, of elements of A, and let C be its
associated complete computational structure detailing the
specific interconnection of atomic systems generating G. Let
M be the manifest structure of G, and let RG be the set
of all interconnections of elements of A that result in the
same behavior and manifest structure as G; call each element
of RG a realization of G. In particular, r∗ ∈ RG is the
realization of G.

Let S and W be the subsystem and signal structures of
G, respectively. We call an element r ∈ RG a realization of
S if the subsystem structure of r is S . Likewise, we call
an element r ∈ RG a realization of W if the signal structure
of r is W . The set of all realizations of S is RS , and the
set of all realizations of W is RW .

We say the network semantics of S and W are given by
RS and RW , respectively. Similarly, we could talk about
the network semantics of M given by RG , and we note that
RS ⊆ RG and RW ⊆ RG .

What is not clear is how RS compares with RW . We
know that their intersection is not empty, since r∗ ∈ RS

and r∗ ∈ RW . In general, these sets are neither equal nor
contained in each other; typically there are realizations in one
set that are not contained in the other. This fact demonstrates
that the signal structure of a system–often the structure
obtained from a network identification algorithm–should not
be interpreted as the interconnection of subsystems unless
certain other assumptions are satisfied.

V. LINEAR TIME INVARIANT EXAMPLE

To make these ideas precise, consider the feedback in-
terconnection of two subsystems, G1 and G2, as shown in
Figure 1a, and suppose the dynamics of these subsystems
are specified by the following transfer functions:

G1 = 1
(s+1)(s+2) , G2 = 1

(s+3)(s+4) . (3)

Interconnecting these subsystems yields the closed-loop sys-
tem, GCL, given by:[

Y1

Y2

]
=

[
G1

1−G1G2

G1G2

1−G1G2
G2G1

1−G1G2

G2

1−G1G2

] [
U1

U2

]
(4)

where Y1(s) indicates the Laplace transform of y1(t) (simi-
larly for other signals), and the explicit s-dependence is sup-
pressed wherever it should be obvious. Figure 1a illustrates
the subsystem structure of GCL, or the interconnection pat-
tern of subsystems generating the dynamics seen externally
as GCL.
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(a) Subsystem structure is a
graph with nodes labeled as sys-
tems and edges labeled as sig-
nals, typically drawn as a block
diagram. It reveals a view of
the closed-loop system as an
interconnection of subsystems.

(b) Signal structure is a graph
with nodes labeled as sig-
nals and edges labeled as sys-
tems, typically drawn as a
signal-flow graph. It reveals the
open-loop causal dependencies
among manifest variables.

Fig. 1: Two structural views of the same system. Semantic
differences in these views emerge from the fact that subsys-
tems in (a) have internal, hidden states that are necessarily
distinct from those of other subsystems, while edge-systems
in (b) may (or may not) share hidden state.

Figure 1b illustrates a different decomposition of GCL,
characterized by the following relationships among the man-
ifest signals:[

Y1

Y2

]
=

[
0 G1

G2 0

] [
Y1

Y2

]
+

[
G1 0
0 G2

] [
U1

U2

]
(5)

Note that this characterization defines the graphical structure
shown in Figure 1b and is consistent with GCL, since
Equation (5) implies:[

Y1

Y2

]
=

(
I −

[
0 G1

G2 0

])−1 [
G1 0
0 G2

] [
U1

U2

]

=

[
G1

1−G1G2

G1G2
1−G1G2

G2G1
1−G1G2

G2
1−G1G2

] [
U1

U2

]
.

(6)
The structural decomposition of GCL in Figure 1b is the dy-
namical structure function and it generates the signal struc-
ture, since it reveals the (open-loop) dependencies among
manifest signals (in contrast to the closed-loop dependencies
among manifest signals, which are specified by the entries
of GCL itself). These open-loop dependencies characterize a
factorization of the closed-loop dependencies encoded in the
transfer function, GCL, as seen in Equation (6). Note that
considering nodes (signals) or edges (systems) in the time or
frequency domain makes no difference to the analysis, and
these labels may thus be interchangeable (Y1 for y1, etc.) in
the signal structures of LTI systems (likewise for subsystem
structures).

While the structural information in Figures 1a and 1b
may appear redundant, the subsystem and signal structures
represent very different sets of possible realizations of GCL.
The meaning, or semantics, of each type of structure derive
from these sets of underlying realizations that each structure
allows and forbids.

So, for example, knowing the subsystem structure of GCL,
as depicted in Figure 1a and Equation (3), eliminates all
realizations that are not fourth order, since both G1 and G2

are second order and, by convention, transfer functions are
realized minimally. Moreover, this set of fourth order realiza-
tions allowed by the subsystem structure can be completely
characterized by:[

ẋ1

ẋ2

]
=

[
A1 B1C2

B2C1 A2

] [
x1

x2

]
+

[
B1 0
0 B2

] [
u1

u2

]
[

y1
y2

]
=

[
C1 0
0 C2

] [
x1

x2

]
(7)

where x1, x2 ∈ R2, and (A1, B1, C1) and (A2, B2, C2) are
any minimal realization of G1 and G2, respectively.

The signal structure in Figure 1b and Equations (3) and
(5), on the other hand, is not as restrictive as the subsys-
tem structure, and thus it is weaker, or structurally less
informative than the subsystem structure. That is to say,
every realization admissible with respect to the subsystem
structure, characterized by Equation (7), is also allowed by
the signal structure–but there are many others as well. For
example, the signal structure also admits minimal realizations
that do not decompose into two distinct subsystems as shown
in Figure 1a, such as (ACL, BCL, CCL) given by −1 0 1 0

1 −3 0 0
0 −1 −2 1
1 2 0 −4

 ,

 0 0
0 1
1 0
0 1

 ,

[
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 1

]
(8)

as well as non-minimal realizations, such as
(ACL, BCL, CCL) given below, found by misinterpreting
the signal structure in Figure 1b as the interconnection of
distinct subsystems:

−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −2 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 −3 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 −4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −4


,



0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1


,



1 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 1
0 0



′ (9)

Each of these have the same signal structure, as shown in
Figure 1b, but they do not share the subsystem structure in
Figure 1a. Thus, in this example, RS ⊂ RW .

VI. SHARED HIDDEN STATE

The reason for these differences in network semantics
is that subsystem structure respects the critical feature that
states internal to one subsystem are not employed by other
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subsystems. This state-partitioning property of the subsystem
structure potentially restricts the set of admissible realiza-
tions much more severely than the signal structure, which
remains agnostic as to whether edge-systems share hidden
state or not.

These semantic differences suggest, for example, that
learning signal structure from data often requires much less
a priori information about a system than learning subsystem
structure would, since, for example, learning subsystem
structure demands the identification of a partition of all
system states, including hidden states that are not measured
directly. Also, misinterpreting signal structure as subsystem
structure can result in technical difficulties for both identi-
fication and control since it may lead one to believe that
the underlying realization is much higher order than it really
is. Consider, for example, Figure 1b, interpreting each edge-
system as a distinct subsystem, leading to necessarily eighth
order realizations (a second order subsystem for each edge-
system), as in Equation (9). Properly interpreting the signal
structure would still admit these eighth order realizations for
consideration, but it would also admit all the other realiza-
tions discussed above, including all those characterized by
Equation (7).

The key point is that network identification algorithms
exploiting the signal structure demand lower information cost
precisely because the signal structure is agnostic with respect
to the presence of shared state among edge systems. The
necessary information cost is equivalent to target specificity,
that is, knowing P is diagonal in the dynamical structure
function (also equivalent to certain independence conditions
for LDGs, DIGs, and MGMs) [6]. Identifying a system’s
subsystem structure demands the identification of the correct
partition of system states into their associated subsystems and
can be computationally very expensive compared with signal
structure reconstruction.
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